Do you have a negative thinking pattern?

Reframing
Perspectives
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Black and White Thinking
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All or nothing mindset

Focusing on the positive
during the circuit breaker

Mental Filter
Like a torchlight, illuminating
only the negative aspects

All over the world, families are told to stay home
to play their part in the fight against COVID-19.
While we cannot control the situation, we can
control our emotional responses to challenges
during this circuit breaker period.

“We didn’t complete the
Home-Based Learning today.
I’ve failed as a mother.”

Senior Psychologists Elizabeth Sarah Ragen,
Cheryl Ong and Fitriani Kwik at the Child
Development Unit, National University Hospital
introduce some ways to reframe
our perspectives.
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“My children are well-fed and
taken care of but they get into
too many fights.”

Jumping to Conclusions
Negative assumptions of people
and situations
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“My son is screaming on
purpose to irritate me.”

Cognitive reframing changes the
way we think about a situation by
looking at it through a different lens.
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Magnification
Making mountains out
of molehills

“My child has a runny nose. It
must be the COVID-19 virus.”

Putting Unreasonable
Demands on Self
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Using should/must statements

Personalisation/Blame
Feeling responsible for situations
beyond one’s control

Often, we are not aware of our
thoughts, which affect how we
feel and respond to situations.
Some of us may have negative
thinking patterns formed through past
experiences and our personalities,
which we automatically use to
perceive situations.

“I must finish all these chores
and get him to complete his
homework today.”

“My kid is not learning well
because I’m not spending
enough time with him.”

Changing our view through different lenses can help us with negative thoughts
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Long Lens
Looking at the situation with hindsight

“How would I view this situation
in a week, a month or a year?”
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Wide Lens
Zooming out and trying to identify
learning points or insights

“What can I be thankful
about in this situation?”
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Alternative Lens
Adopting an alternative perspective

“What would I tell my friend if he or
she was in the same position?”

COVID-19 resource page for parents and caregivers
https://www.nuh.com.sg/nuhkids-covid19

Disclaimer: The information provided in this infographic is meant purely for educational purposes and may not be used as a substitute for medical diagnosis or treatment. You should seek the advice of your
doctor or a qualified healthcare provider before starting any treatment or if you have any questions related to your child’s health, physical fitness or medical conditions.

